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(DANSE KONGO) 11.3
(DARLING DEPUTY) (B-) working with (DANSE 
KONGO) (B). This team of babies stayed together this 
week as they went head to head throughout their 1/8 of a 
mile drill, (DANSE KONGO) not being asked, looking 
the best of the two again for a final time of 11.4, a nice 
move. (DARLING DEPUTY) needed to be lightly asked 
by the rider for the same final time of 11.4, but just fair 
on her part as she was definitely second best again.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

(DARLING DEPUTY) 11.3
(DARLING DEPUTY) (B-) working with (DANSE 
KONGO) (B). This team of babies stayed together this 
week as they went head to head throughout their 1/8 of a 
mile drill, (DANSE KONGO) not being asked, looking 
the best of the two again for a final time of 11.4, a nice 
move. (DARLING DEPUTY) needed to be lightly asked 
by the rider for the same final time of 11.4, but just fair 
on her part as she was definitely second best again.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

A DUBAI 113.4
A DUBAI (B) traveled a lengthy six furlongs this 
morning, breaking off just in front of another worker as 
the rider had a big hold on him early on, then the boy 
never got serious with DUBAI through the stretch as he 
remained close to that other worker right to the end, final 
time 113.2, while coming the final 5/8 in 100.2, a nice 
move for DUBAI this morning.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

ACTIVE DUTY 101.3
ACTIVE DUTY (B) working with CLOSING SPEED 
(B). This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as 
CLOSING SPEED broke off at the pole about 5 lengths 
in front of his stablemate, both riders having big holds on 
their mounts when heading down the backside, then 
ACTIVE DUTY got even with CLOSING SPEED 
through the stretch without being set down as he recorded 
a final time of 101.1. CLOSING SPEED was never set 
down by his rider either for a final time of 102.1, a 
decent move for these two as they both had more left at 
the end.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

ADVICE 100.2
ADVICE (B) working with BALL FOUR (B). This team 
recorded a strong 5/8 of a mile together as both riders 
had big holds on their mounts early in the drill, then both 
riders sat completely still when coming through the 
stretch, never asking their mounts at all as they 
concluded the move in 100.3. They traveled the final 3/8 
in a sharp 36 flat, a good drill for this duo as they both 
appear to be doing well.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

AFLEET BUD 101.2
AFLEET BUD (B-) working with AFLEET EAGLE (B-
) and PERFECT PAL (B). This trio stayed within a 
length of each other throughout this 5/8 of a mile drill, all 
horses appearing to go quite easily in the early stages, 
then PERFECT PAL was controlled by his rider prior to 
coming to the wire, not being asked for any run at all, as 
he recorded a final time of 101.2, while traveling the 
final half in 49.1, a nice move and definitely best of this 
group. AFLEET BUD and AFLEET EAGLE were 
strongly hand-ridden in the final stages of their drill while 
recording the same final time of 101.2 and the same final 
half of 49.1, but just fair on their part.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

AFLEET EAGLE 101.2
AFLEET BUD (B-) working with AFLEET EAGLE (B-
) and PERFECT PAL (B). This trio stayed within a 
length of each other throughout this 5/8 of a mile drill, all 
horses appearing to go quite easily in the early stages, 
then PERFECT PAL was controlled by his rider prior to 
coming to the wire, not being asked for any run at all, as 
he recorded a final time of 101.2, while traveling the 
final half in 49.1, a nice move and definitely best of this 
group. AFLEET BUD and AFLEET EAGLE were 
strongly hand-ridden in the final stages of their drill while 
recording the same final time of 101.2 and the same final 
half of 49.1, but just fair on their part.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

AFLEET HOPETOWN 49.1
AFLEET HOPETOWN (B-) broke off close to another 
worker and remained close throughout the drill, being 
lightly asked on the neck from midstretch to the wire to 
conclude his move in 49.1 while traveling the final 3/8 in 
37 flat, just a fair drill for AFLEET as we couldn’t make 
a whole lot of it.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA
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AFRICAN GRAY 112.2
AFRICAN GRAY (B) began this lengthy six furlong 
drill in hand, then the boy gathered up the reins and 
strongly hand rode AFRICAN through that final 1/8 of a 
mile as he continued to try right to the wire, final time 
112 flat while coming the final 5/8 in a sharp 59.1, a nice 
move for GRAY.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

AINAMAA 114.2
AINAMAA (B) went evenly throughout this 3/4 mile 
drill today, beginning the move with an easy 3/8 of 37.1, 
then not set down by the rider when coming through the 
stretch to record a final time of 114 flat, a good six 
furlongs for AINAMAA.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

ALPHABET CAT 48.1
ALPHABET CAT (C+) was pulling aggressively at the 
rider early in this ½ mile drill and the boy just lightly 
niggled at him from the1/8 pole to the wire as he 
noticeably slowed, final time 49.4, just an okay ½ mile 
and quite a bit slower than was officially given.

02/17/09 C+ HFTSA

ALWAYS AUDITIONING 113.2
ALWAYS AUDITIONING (B) was held up by the rider 
when leaving the pole as he broke off close to another 
worker, then remained close to that other worker 
throughout the drill, final time 113.2, while coming the 
final half in a good 48.1, never being set down and a nice 
six furlongs.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

ANDWHATELSE 115.2
ANDWHATELSE (B-) traveled a lengthy six furlongs 
this morning, breaking off just in front of another worker 
when leaving the pole as he went the opening 3/8 in a 
comfortable 37.3, then he needed to be lightly asked on 
the neck in order to stay close to that other worker when 
coming down the lane for a final time of 115.1, just a fair 
move for ANDWHATELSE as it was difficult to make a 
lot of it.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

ARIEGE 48.1
ARIEGE (B) was in hand throughout this ½ mile drill 
and he recorded a final time of 48 flat while traveling the 
final ¼ in a sharp 24.2, never being set down and a nice 
½ mile as he always looked as if he had a lot left.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

ARREDONDO 115.0
ARREDONDO (C+) traveled a long 6 furlongs this 
morning in hand in the early stages of the drill, then the 
boy smacked him firmly on the shoulder with the whip a 
couple times prior to coming to the wire. ARREDONDO 
noticeably slowed late in the drill for a final time 114.4 
while traveling the final 5/8 in 102.2, just an okay move 
for ARREDONDO as he may need company in the 
morning to perform at his best.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

ATA ATAY 118.2
ATA ATAY (C) recorded a slow 3/4 of a mile this 
morning, galloping along in the early stages on a loose 
rein, then remaining on the wrong lead through the 
stretch run, while being pushed on the neck by the rider 
for a lethargic time 118.1. ATA came that final 5/8 in a 
dawdling 105.2. We can’t recommend ATAY based on 
this type of work.

02/21/09 C HFTSA

ATTA' GIRL 101.3
ATTA’ GIRL (C+) traveled 5/8 of a mile with blinkers 
on this morning, easing away from the pole in the early 
stages of the move, then the rider gathered up the reins 
and pushed on ATTA’ GIRL quite vigorously through 
the stretch run, final time 101 while traveling the final 
half mile in 48.2, just an okay 5/8 considering how much 
they asked her.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

ATTACK JACK 102.4
ATTACK JACK (C+) generally works quite well in the 
morning. Today he tugged away at the rider in the early 
stages of this 5/8 of a mile drill through an opening 
quarter of 24.3, then he raised his head when coming 
down the lane as he appeared to be getting out in the final 
stages while recording a final time of 102.3, just an okay 
move for JACK today as he has definitely done better 
than this in the past.

02/15/09 C+ HFTSA

ATTEMPTED HUMOR 101.0
ATTEMPTED HUMOR (B) working with HYPE (B). 
This team went head and head for 5/8 of a mile this 
morning as both riders controlled their mounts early on 
through a comfortable 1/8 of 12.3 and neither rider got 
serious when traveling down the lane as they concluded 
the move in 101.2, both horse appearing to have plenty 
left at the end and a good 5/8 for these two as we really 
couldn’t say one was doing better than the other.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

BACKSTROKE 102.3
BACKSTROKE (B) working with RETSINA CODE (B-
). This team was going quite slow and easy early on in 
their 5/8 of a mile drill then BACKSTROKE looked 
slightly best when coming down the stretch as the rider 
never asked him for any run, final time for 
BACKSTROKE 102.2 as he came the final ½ in 48.4, a 
decent move. RETSINA CODE needed to be lightly 
asked on the neck to stay even with his stablemate in the 
final stages for the same final time of 102.2 and the same 
final ½ of 48.4, just fair on RETSINA’S part this 
morning.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

BALFOUR PARK 114.1
BALFOUR PARK (B) left the pole with the rider upright 
in the irons going extra easy in the early stages of this six 
furlong move, opening 1/8 in 12.4, then the boy just very 
lightly asked BALFOUR on the neck prior to coming to 
the wire to conclude the move in 114.4, still reaching out 
at the end and a nice move for BALFOUR

02/19/09 B HFTSA
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BALL FOUR 100.2
ADVICE (B) working with BALL FOUR (B). This team 
recorded a strong 5/8 of a mile together as both riders 
had big holds on their mounts early in the drill, then both 
riders sat completely still when coming through the 
stretch, never asking their mounts at all as they 
concluded the move in 100.3. They traveled the final 3/8 
in a sharp 36 flat, a good drill for this duo as they both 
appear to be doing well.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

BANDEIRA BAND 114.1
BANDEIRA BAND (B) working with PUSH SEND (B). 
This team traveled a strong 3/4 of a mile together as both 
horses were pulling at their riders early on through an 
opening 3/8 of 36 flat, then neither rider set their mount 
down through the stretch as they concluded the move 
head and head in 113.4, a decent move for these two as 
we couldn’t separate one from the other at the end.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

BANDEIRA UNION 48.1
BANDEIRA UNION (B) was going easily throughout 
this half mile drill, concluding the move in 48.1 while 
traveling the final 3/8 in 36 flat and being kept slightly 
off the rail through the stretch, a nice move for 
BANDEIRA as he definitely had a lot left to give at the 
end.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

BELLA BUBBLES 102.2
BELLA BUBBLES (B-) was not asked at all to start this 
5/8 of a mile drill, then he caught some company when 
traveling through the stretch as the boy asked him on the 
neck prior to the wire, final time 101.4 while traveling 
the final 3/8 in 37.1, just a fair move for BELLA today.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

BIEN DULCE (ARG) 50.2
BIEN DULCE (B-) left the pole with the rider upright in 
the irons through an easy opening 1/8 of 12.3, then 
DULCE tied in to another couple of workers when 
traveling down the lane as the boy pushed on his neck 
through that final 1/16 of a mile, final time 49.4, just a 
fair move for BIEN today.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

BLACK KETTLE 102.3
BLACK KETTLE (C+) was not asked to start this 5/8 of 
a mile drill this morning as the rider kept him slightly off 
the rail when heading down the backside through an 
opening ¼ of 24.4, then the rider lightly coaxed 
‘KETTLE along from midstretch to the wire to conclude 
his move in 102.4, slowing a bit at the end and just an 
okay 5/8.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

BLING STAR DREAMS 48.4
BLING STAR DREAMS (B) working with 
JULIESDIORBRACELET (B-). This team traveled a 
half mile together as both horses were moving 
aggressively in the early stages of the drill, then BLING 
STAR DREAMS looked best when coming down the 
lane about a half length in front of her stablemate at the 
wire while being lightly asked for a final time of 48.2, 
BLING STAR came the final quarter in 24.2, a decent 
move, one we should keep an eye on, 
JULIESDIORBRACELET was set to a strong handride 
in the final stages to stay close to her stablemate for the 
same final time of 48.2, and the same final quarter of 
24.2, but just fair on JULIE’s part today.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

BOB BENOIT 101.3
BOB BENOIT (B-) began this 5/8 of a mile drill on a 
loose rein, then the rider gathered up the reins and 
strongly hand rode him from the top of the stretch to the 
wire, final time 101.1 while coming the final half in 48.1, 
just a fair move for BOB as it did appear the best he 
could do.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

BRITE TWILIGHT 49.4
BRITE TWILIGHT (B-) working with M ONE RIFLE 
(B-) and QUEEN MARLIES (B-). This trio traveled a ½ 
mile together in the early morning hours as they all 
stayed within a length of each other the entire time, 
making a short run to the pole with all the riders lightly 
niggling at their mounts prior to coming to the wire, final 
time for these three 49.4 while traveling the final 3/8 in 
37.2, just a fair move for this group of three as we will 
need to see more of all these in the future.

02/17/09 B- HFTSA

BROTHER MAN 100.0
BROTHER MAN (B) working with RENEGADE 
STORM (B-). This duo traveled 5/8 of a mile together 
this morning as BROTHER MAN started this drill one 
length in front of his stablemate, while traveling the 
opening quarter in 24 flat, then he remained one length in 
front right to the end of the drill, his final time 100 flat 
with the rider sitting completely still in the conclusion, a 
nice move for BROTHER. RENEGADE STORM was 
set to a hand ride through the stretch for the same final 
time of 100 flat, but obviously second best in this move, 
and just fair on RENEGADE’s part.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

BROUGHT IT 48.2
BROUGHT IT (B-) began this half mile drill with the 
rider upright in the irons, then she sat down and pushed 
on BROUGHT IT’s neck through that final 1/8 of a mile 
as he concluded his move in 48.1 while traveling the final 
3/8 in 36 flat, just a fair half for BROUGHT IT today.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA
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BULLYBULLYBULLY 114.1
BULLYBULLYBULLY (B) traveled a lengthy six 
furlongs this morning, breaking off at the pole close to 
another worker as he recorded an opening quarter mile of 
25 flat, then drawing well clear of that other worker 
when coming down the stretch while being lightly asked 
for a final time of 114.3, a nice move for BULLY today 
as he appears to be on the upswing.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

BURNA DETTE 100.2
BURNA DETTE (B) continues to do well of late as she 
broke two lengths in front of another worker when 
traveling down the backside, then she waited on that 
other worker to get even with her when coming to the 
wire, final time for BURNA 100.4 and traveling the final 
half in 48.4, another nice move for BURNA DETTE 
today.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

CACTUS CUTIE 101.4
CACTUS CUTIE (B-) working with RED ALARM (B) 
and TOUGH AS IRON (C+). This threesome traveled 
5/8 of a mile together as TOUGH AS IRON showed the 
way in the early stages, about two lengths in front of his 
stablemates, with a strong opening quarter of 24.1, then 
IRON proved third best when coming down the lane as 
he dropped two lengths behind RED ALARM, while 
being pushed along at the end for a final time of 101.4, 
lacking any real response, and just okay at best for 
IRON. RED ALARM edged one length clear of 
CACTUS CUTIE and two lengths clear of TOUGH AS 
IRON when set to a hand-ride as he recorded a final time 
of 101, decent on ALARM’s part and definitely best of 
this group. CACTUS CUTIE needed to be pushed along 
to try to stay close to RED ALARM in the final stages 
for a final time of 101.1, just fair on CACTUS’s part 
this morning.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

CARDINAL ZIN 47.4
CARDINAL ZIN (B+) began this 1/2 mile drill under a 
big hold from the rider while kept slightly off the rail 
when heading down the backside and then the boy 
dropped him over to the rail and slightly niggled at him 
and CARDNINAL’ put in a big rush, his final time 47.3 
after going off the first ¼ in 24.3 while concluding the 
move with a final ¼ in 23 flat, this was a very good 
move as he appears set for the winners circle.

02/16/09 B+ HFTSA

CATCH CANDY 100.2
CATCH CANDY (B-) took hold of the bit and moved 
quite aggressively early in this 5/8 of a mile drill, 
opening 3/8 a sharp 35.4, then the boy pulled out his 
whip and hit CANDY a few times through that final 1/8 
of a mile as she noticeably shortened stride for a final 
time of 100.5, just a fair move for CANDY, not quite as 
good as it might look on paper.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

CHIMI'S NUGGET 101.0
CHIMI’S NUGGET (B) left the pole under big restraint 
from his rider as he tied into two other workers early on, 
then CHIMI’S appeared to be going easily when coming 
through the stretch as his rider never asked him for any 
run, final time 100.4 while coming the final ½ in 48.2, a 
nice move for CHIMI’ today.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

CLOSING SPEED 102.3
ACTIVE DUTY (B) working with CLOSING SPEED 
(B). This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as 
CLOSING SPEED broke off at the pole about 5 lengths 
in front of his stablemate, both riders having big holds on 
their mounts when heading down the backside, then 
ACTIVE DUTY got even with CLOSING SPEED 
through the stretch without being set down as he recorded 
a final time of 101.1. CLOSING SPEED was never set 
down by his rider either for a final time of 102.1, a 
decent move for these two as they both had more left at 
the end.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

COAL REGION KID 101.1
COAL REGION KID (B-) eased away from the pole this 
morning on a loose rein as the rider never asked him 
when traveling down the backside, then he gathered up 
the reins and lightly asked COAL REGION inside that 
final 1/16 of a mile to conclude his move in 101.1 while 
traveling the final half in 48.3, just a fair move for 
COAL REGION as we really couldn’t make a lot of it.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

COLE'S FAVORITE 48.1
COLE’S FAVORITE (B) broke off just behind another 
worker when leaving the pole as the boy restrained him in 
the early stages, then he moved right up alongside that 
other worker through the stretch without being set down 
while recording a final time of 47.3. COLE came that 
final 3/8 in a sharp 35.3, a good move for COLE today, 
as he may be a bit better than what his afternoon form 
suggests.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

COLONEL JOHN 48.2
COLONEL JOHN (B+). This classy runner began this 
half mile drill in extra easy fashion, his opening 1/8 a 
very comfortable 12.4. He picked it up a bit through the 
turn as he traveled the first 1/4 mile in 24.3, then 
COLONEL JOHN appeared full of run through the 
stretch as the rider just stood straight up in the irons, his 
final time 48.2, that’s a 23.4 final quarter as he 
continued to gallop out strongly for a 5/8 gallop out time 
of 101.1, a very good move for COLONEL as we don’t 
think he ever took a deep breath.

02/19/09 B+ HFTSA
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DANNY Q 48.1
DANNY Q (B) left the pole with the rider sitting still on 
a loose rein when heading down the backside, opening 
eighth in 12.,2 then the boy just gathered up the reins and 
lightly niggled at DANNY’ inside the final 1/16 to 
conclude the drill in 48.3, a decent ½ mile as there was 
no way to knock it.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

DEB'S MOJO 102.4
DEB’S MOJO (B-) was moving along aggressively early 
in this 5/8 of a mile drill, opening quarter a sharp 24.2, 
then the rider hand rode her once inside the quarter pole 
to conclude this move in 102.1, slowing a bit at the end 
and just a fair 5/8 as DEB may need a drop in the 
afternoon to perform at her best.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

DEFYING LOGIC 115.2
DEFYING LOGIC (B-) broke off at the pole under 
restraint from the rider, just behind a couple of other 
workers when traveling down the backside, then he 
remained behind those other workers throughout the drill, 
being pushed on the neck in the final stages of the move 
for a final time of 114.4. LOGIC came that final 5/8 in 
101.3, just a fair move for LOGIC this morning.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

DELUXE CAT 59.3
DELUXE CAT (B) working with FREE FLYING SOUL 
(B). These two traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate 
together as they both broke fairly well from their stalls, 
not being asked in the early stages of this drill, then both 
riders just very lightly asked their mounts through the 
final 1/8 of a mile as they concluded the move head and 
head in 59.1. They traveled the final half mile in a sharp 
46.3, a nice move for both of these as we really couldn’t 
say one was doing better than the other at the end.

02/15/09 B HGFTSA

DEUS EX MACHINA 100.3
DEUS EX MACHINA (B) working with MISS EVA 
(B). This duo were locked together for 5/8 of a mile 
today as both riders had upright holds on their mounts 
when leaving the pole, then both riders very lightly asked 
their mounts on the neck prior to coming to the wire to 
conclude the move in 100.1. They traveled the final ½ 
together in 47.4, a nice drill for these two.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

DEVIL'S CHOIR 100.1
DEVIL’S CHOIR (B) broke a couple of lengths behind 
another worker this morning as the rider had a big 
restraint on him early on, then he just very lightly asked 
DEVIL through the stretch to get even with that other 
worker for a final time of 100.2. DEVIL came the final 
half in 48.2, a decent move for DEVIL this morning.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

DIRTY DISH MITCH 59.4
DIRTY DISH MITCH (B) took hold of the bit and 
moved aggressively early in this 5/8 of a mile drill, being 
kept slightly off the rail when heading down the backside 
through a sharp opening 3/8 of 35.1, then the rider never 
got serious down the lane as DISH MITCH reached out 
strongly into the wire, final time 100 flat, a nice move as 
it appeared this one had a lot left to give at the end.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

DOGGIE BEAR 48.2
DOGGIE BEAR (C+) working with JUICY LUCY (B). 
This team traveled a half mile together as both riders had 
their mounts in hand in the early stages through an 
opening 1/8 of 12 flat, then JUICY LUCY looked much 
the best when traveling through the stretch as she was not 
set down by her rider while recording a final time of 
47.4, a decent move for LUCY. DOGGIE BEAR was 
pushed on the neck as he raised his head when coming to 
the wire to stay even with his stablemate for the same 
final time of 47.4, but just an okay move on DOGGIE’s 
part today.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

DOMESTIC GOLD 105.3
DOMESTIC GOLD (C+) working with VICTORY 
KNOCK (C+). This duo traveled a slow 5/8 of a mile 
together as VICTORY KNOCK began two lengths in 
front of his stablemate with a dawdling opening 1/8 of 
15.1, then DOMESTIC GOLD moved up alongside 
VICTORY KNOCK through the stretch as GOLD 
recorded a final time of 104.4, VICTORY KNOCK’s 
final time 105.1, neither one being set down but neither 
one doing anything either, just an okay move for both of 
these today.

02/19/09 C+ HFTSA

DUCANE 37.2
DUCANE (B-) working with SCHRAMSBERG (B-). 
These two stayed locked together for 3/8 of a mile as 
neither rider was serious in the early stages and neither 
rider put their mounts under any pressure when coming 
to the wire, slowing a bit when coming to the end as they 
concluded their move in 37.2, just a fair move for this 
team as neither side was doing much.

02/16/09 B- HFTSA

DULCE MADERO 115.2
DULCE MADERO (C+) broke off at the pole close to 
another worker as he went the opening quarter in a 
comfortable 25 flat, then DULCE was unable to stay 
with that other worker down the stretch as the rider 
lightly coaxed him along to record a final time of 115.3, 
just an okay move for DULCE as he didn’t appear to 
have a lot left at the end.

02/15/09 C+ HFTSA
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ED THE ACTOR 13.1
ED THE ACTOR (C+) working with ERIC’S 
REVENGE (C+) and UNBRIDLED BREW (C+). This 
trio of babies are obviously just learning what it is all 
about as they left the pole scattered and remained very 
green throughout their 1/8 of a mile drill, final time for 
all horses 13.1, not being set down, but just an okay 
move for these three as they obviously need more 
experience.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

EISSOAI (BRZ) 100.1
EISSOAI (B-) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely chilly, then the boy appeared to struggle with 
him a bit in midstretch as he was lugging in quite badly 
in the final stages, final time 100.3 while traveling the 
final ½ in 48.3, just a fair drill for EISSOAI today as he 
needs to run a straight course.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

ENABLER 101.1
ENABLER (C+) was pulling hard at the rider early on in 
this 5/8 of a mile drill, then the boy pushed on his neck 
once inside the quarter pole and ENABLER had very 
little left to give, final time 101 while traveling the final 
3/8 in 37.1, just another okay move for ENABLER today.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

ERIC'S REVENGE 13.1
ED THE ACTOR (C+) working with ERIC’S 
REVENGE (C+) and UNBRIDLED BREW (C+). This 
trio of babies are obviously just learning what it is all 
about as they left the pole scattered and remained very 
green throughout their 1/8 of a mile drill, final time for 
all horses 13.1, not being set down, but just an okay 
move for these three as they obviously need more 
experience.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

EXCEEDING 101.4
EXCEEDING (B). This hard-knocking old-timer 
traveled 5/8 of a mile in the early morning hours, going 
easily when heading down the backside, then not set 
down by the rider when coming to the stretch as he 
appeared to be reaching out well in the final stages, final 
time 101.4 while traveling the final half in 49 flat, a nice 
move for EXCEEDING.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

EXCESSIVE BLEND 114.4
EXCESSIVE BLEND (B) working with HOOH WHY 
(B). This duo recorded a strong 3/4 of a mile together as 
both horses were going extra easy in the early stages of 
the drill, then neither rider got serious through the stretch 
as they concluded the move head and head in 114.2. They 
came the final 5/8 together in 101.3, a nice drill on both 
sides today, as we really couldn’t say one was doing 
better than the other at the end.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

EXQUISITE (NZ) 127.4
EXQUISITE (B) recorded a strong 7/8 of a mile this 
morning as the rider sat still early then continued on in 
that sit-still mode right to the end, his final time 127.3 
while coming the final six furlongs in 114.4, reaching out 
strongly at the end and a good move for EXQUISITE as 
he looked as if he had a lot left.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

FITZMO 102.0
FITZMO (B-) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely still as he was going quite easily when 
heading down the backside, then the boy just lightly 
niggled at him prior to coming to the wire as he 
concluded the move in 102 flat while traveling the final 
half in 49.1, just a fair move for FITZMO as we 
expected him to have a bit more left than he did.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

FLASHMANS PAPERS (GB) 49.4
FLASHMANS PAPERS (B) was pulling at the rider in 
the early stages of this half mile drill, then the boy put 
him under light restraint when traveling through the 
stretch as he concluded his move in 50 flat, but he picked 
it up through that final 1/8 in 12 flat, a good half mile, a 
bit better than it might look.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

FOREVER MY LOVE 103.0
FOREVER MY LOVE (B-) working with SELF 
INSURED (B-). This team leaned on each other for 5/8 
of a mile this morning as they began their drill quite 
slowly just galloping down the backside, then neither 
rider got serious with their mounts when coming through 
the stretch, concluding the move head and head in 102.3 
while traveling the final ½ in 49 flat, just a fair move for 
this duo as we could not make much for either side today.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

FREE FLYING SOUL 59.3
DELUXE CAT (B) working with FREE FLYING SOUL 
(B). These two traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate 
together as they both broke fairly well from their stalls, 
not being asked in the early stages of this drill, then both 
riders just very lightly asked their mounts through the 
final 1/8 of a mile as they concluded the move head and 
head in 59.1. They traveled the final half mile in a sharp 
46.3, a nice move for both of these as we really couldn’t 
say one was doing better than the other at the end.

02/15/09 B HGFTSA

GATO ROAR 114.4
GATO ROAR (B) was controlled by the rider when 
leaving the pole as he broke off just behind another 
worker, then he easily got even with that other worker 
through the lane without being set down, his final time 
114.4 after traveling the first 3/8 in 37.3, a nice move for 
GATO, one we definitely want to see more of.

02/19/09 B HFTSA
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GLOBAL HUNTER (ARG) 48.2
GLOBAL HUNTER (B). This classy horse was 
restrained by the rider in the early stages of this drill, 
then the boy let out a notch on the reins then lightly 
niggled at him from the top of the stretch to the wire as 
he concluded his move in a sharp 47.3, while coming the 
final 3/8 in a good 35.3, a nice half for GLOBAL as he 
continues to hold his form well of late.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

GOLDROAD 47.1
GOLDROAD (B+) began this half mile drill under a 
tight hold from the rider while starting the move slightly 
off the rail, then he appeared to be skipping across the 
ground when coming through the lane as the boy never 
set him down, final time 47.2, while traveling that final 
1/8 of a mile in a sparkling 11.4, this was a very nice 
half for GOLDROAD today as he appears to be sitting 
on the edge of a big one.

02/15/09 B+ HFTSA

GOTTALOTTA RYTHM 11.0
GOTTALOTTA RYTHM (B-) working with MISS 
DUBAI (B). This team of youngsters left the pole going 
easily, then MISS DUBAI looked best once again over 
her stablemate as she was under light restraint when 
coming to the wire, her final time 11.1, a nice move for 
DUBAI. GOTTALOTTA RYTHM finished on a loose 
rein as the boy lightly coaxed her along to stay even with 
her stablemate for the same final time of 11.1, but just 
fair on her part as she was definitely second best again 
today.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA

GRAND MOMENT 49.1
GRAND MOMENT (B-) left the pole with the rider 
upright in the irons as he broke off close to another 
worker, and he remained close throughout the drill as the 
boy just lightly asked him through the final 1/8 of a mile, 
final time 49.1 while traveling the final 3/8 in 37 flat, just 
a fair half for GRAND as it was difficult to make a lot of 
it.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA

HASTY TREND 48.0
HASTY TREND (B) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely still, then he just very lightly niggled at 
HASTY in the final stages of this drill for a final time of 
48.2 while traveling the final quarter in a decent 24.3, a 
nice half mile for HASTY as there was no way we could 
knock it.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

HOG'S HOLLOW 48.3
HOG’S HOLLOW (B) was under no pressure to begin 
this ½ mile drill and then he extended himself quite well 
through the stretch without ever really being set down, 
final time 48.1 while traveling the final 3/8 in a sharp 36 
flat, a nice move for HOLLOW as he appears to be 
doing well these days.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

HOOH WHY 114.4
EXCESSIVE BLEND (B) working with HOOH WHY 
(B). This duo recorded a strong 3/4 of a mile together as 
both horses were going extra easy in the early stages of 
the drill, then neither rider got serious through the stretch 
as they concluded the move head and head in 114.2. They 
came the final 5/8 together in 101.3, a nice drill on both 
sides today, as we really couldn’t say one was doing 
better than the other at the end.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

HOPEFUL VERN 103.4
HOPEFUL VERN (C+) was moving very slowly in the 
early stages of this 5/8 of a mile drill, then nothing ever 
changed as he remained in that slow mode right to the 
end, being pushed on the neck by the rider prior to 
coming to the wire for a final time of 103.2 while 
traveling that final half in a dawdling 50.4, just an okay 
move at best for VERN.

02/19/09 C+ HFTSA

HYPE 101.0
ATTEMPTED HUMOR (B) working with HYPE (B). 
This team went head and head for 5/8 of a mile this 
morning as both riders controlled their mounts early on 
through a comfortable 1/8 of 12.3 and neither rider got 
serious when traveling down the lane as they concluded 
the move in 101.2, both horse appearing to have plenty 
left at the end and a good 5/8 for these two as we really 
couldn’t say one was doing better than the other.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

I. B. STORMIN 48.2
I.B. STORMIN (C+) took a hold of the bit and moved 
aggressively early on in this ½ mile drill, opening ¼ mile 
a quick 23 flat then the boy tapped him several times on 
the shoulder prior to coming to the wire as ‘STORMIN 
noticeably slowed, final time 48.2, just an okay move for 
‘STORMIN today.

02/17/09 C+ HFTSA

INDIAN BLESSING 48.1
INDIAN BLESSING (B). This classy miss was just 
stretching her legs for a half mile drill today, beginning 
the move on a long tight rein, then striding out strongly 
when traveling through the stretch as the rider never 
asked her a drop, final time 48.1, while traveling the final 
3/8 in a good 35.3, a nice move for INDIAN as she 
appears to be doing well of late.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

INSPIRATION WITHIN 48.4
INSPIRATION WITHIN (B) made a long run at the pole 
this morning as he traveled his first quarter mile in 24.2 
without being asked, then the rider just lightly coaxed 
along INSPIRATION through that final 1/8 of a mile for 
a final time of 49 flat, a decent drill as he may just need a 
bit of a drop in the afternoon for his best performance.

02/21/09 B HFTSA
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IT'SALLINTHESTARS 48.4
IT’SALLINTHESTARS (C+) was not asked early in 
this half mile move, as he began the drill with an opening 
1/8 of 12.2, then the rider gathered up the reins and 
pushed on STARS through that final 1/8 of a mile as he 
concluded the move in 49.2, shortening up his stride at 
the end and just an okay move for STARS.

02/15/09 C+ HFTSA

IZEMINE 37.1
IZEMINE (B). This good workhorse went extremely 
easily throughout this 3/8 of a mile drill, being kept 
slightly off the rail through the stretch run as he 
concluded his move in 36.4, a good 3/8 but very typical 
of what he does in the mornings.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

J P JAMMER 101.1
J P JAMMER (A-) put in an eye catching 5/8 of a mile 
this morning under a giant hold to begin the drill, then 
dragging the rider to the wire in the final stages, J P’s 
final time 101, breezing throughout as he came that final 
quarter in a sparkling 24 flat, this was a very, very good 
move for J P as he appears to be sitting on a smasher in 
the afternoon.

02/15/09 A- HFTSA

JUICY LUCY 48.2
DOGGIE BEAR (C+) working with JUICY LUCY (B). 
This team traveled a half mile together as both riders had 
their mounts in hand in the early stages through an 
opening 1/8 of 12 flat, then JUICY LUCY looked much 
the best when traveling through the stretch as she was not 
set down by her rider while recording a final time of 
47.4, a decent move for LUCY. DOGGIE BEAR was 
pushed on the neck as he raised his head when coming to 
the wire to stay even with his stablemate for the same 
final time of 47.4, but just an okay move on DOGGIE’s 
part today.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

JULIESDIORBRACELET 48.4
BLING STAR DREAMS (B) working with 
JULIESDIORBRACELET (B-). This team traveled a 
half mile together as both horses were moving 
aggressively in the early stages of the drill, then BLING 
STAR DREAMS looked best when coming down the 
lane about a half length in front of her stablemate at the 
wire while being lightly asked for a final time of 48.2, 
BLING STAR came the final quarter in 24.2, a decent 
move, one we should keep an eye on, 
JULIESDIORBRACELET was set to a strong handride 
in the final stages to stay close to her stablemate for the 
same final time of 48.2, and the same final quarter of 
24.2, but just fair on JULIE’s part today.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA

KALOOKAN EVENT 36.2
KALOOKAN EVENT (B) made a short run to the pole 
today in the early morning hours then was not set down 
by the rider at all when traveling through the stretch to 
conclude this move in 36.1 striding out strongly at the 
end, a decent 3/8.

02/17/09 B HFTSA

KAPTAIN KORDOUGH 48.4
KAPTAIN KORDOUGH (B) continues to do well as of 
late as he began this ½ mile drill on a tight rein and then 
the boy loosened up the reins and lightly asked him and 
KAPTAIN’ put in good response through the stretch, 
final time 48.2 while traveling that final ¼ in a sharp 
24.2, a nice move for KAPTAIN’ as he appears to be 
sitting on a big race.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

KEEP THINKING 101.1
KEEP THINKING (B) was held up by the rider in the 
early stages of this 5/8 of a mile drill as he traveled his 
opening ¼ in 24.1 without being allowed to run then the 
rider just opened up the reins a bit and just lightly asked 
KEEP THINKING on the neck inside the final 1/16 to 
conclude the move in 100.2, a bit quicker than was 
officially given and a good 5/8, one we will definitely 
want to see more of.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

KING NAZARIO 114.4
KING NAZARIO (B-) broke off at the pole well in front 
of another worker while under light restraint in the early 
stages of this six furlong drill, then the boy needed to 
lightly ask NAZARIO on the neck in order to stay in 
front of that other worker when coming to the wire, final 
time 114.2 while traveling the final 5/8 in 102.1, just a 
fair six furlongs for KING as it did appear to be the best 
he can do.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

KNIGHT'S GOLD 114.1
KNIGHT’S GOLD (B-) started a couple of lengths in 
front of another worker when leaving the pole, then ended 
up about four lengths in front at the end, being pushed 
along to do so as he recorded a final time of 114.2, while 
traveling the final 5/8 of a mile in 102 flat, just a fair 
move for GOLD as this did appear to be the best he 
could do.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

KORBAN 101.1
KORBAN (B) broke off at the pole close to another 
worker and remained close throughout the drill, being set 
to a light hand ride through the final 1/8 of a mile as he 
concluded his move in 111.4 while traveling the final ½ 
in 48.1 and appearing to have more left at the end, a 
decent move for KORBAN today.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

KYNISKA (IRE) 101.0
KYNISKA (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill in hand, 
then the boy just tapped him a few times on the shoulder 
prior to the wire to maintain her attention, final time 
100.4, as she came the final quarter in 24.3, a nice move 
for KYNISKA this morning.

02/15/09 B HFTSA
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LIMESTONE EDGE 115.4
LIMESTONE EDGE (B-), This good workhorse threw 
in a clunker this morning as he was tracking another 
worker in the early stages of this six furlong drill, then 
was pushed on the neck by the rider, dropping several 
lengths further behind that other worker down the stretch, 
his final time 114.2, while coming the final 5/8 in 102.2, 
just a fair move for LIMESTONE today as this was very 
disappointing for him.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

LORDGIVEMEALIFT 59.3
LORDGIVEMEALIFT (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill 
slightly off the rail as the rider sat still early, then nothing 
ever changed as he continued to sit still right to the end, 
final time 100.2, while coming the final half in 48.2 and 
appearing to have more left to give at the end, a nice 
move for LORD.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

LOVE OUR GRANDKIDS 49.2
LOVE OUR GRANDKIDS (C+) working with 
WHAT’S IMPORTANT (C+). This team traveled a ½ 
mile together as both riders were upright in the irons in 
the early stages, moving quite easily when heading into 
the turn, then both riders sat down and lightly asked their 
mounts on the neck through that final 1/8 of a mile to 
conclude the move head and head in 49.2 while traveling 
the final ¼ in a slowing 25.1, just an okay work for these 
2 as we could not make much of either side this morning.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

LULLABYTIME 101.0
LULLABYTIME (B). This good worker did her usual 
thing this morning, under upright restraint to start the 
drill and then remaining under an upright hold to finish it, 
final time 100.4, while traveling the final half in 48.1, a 
nice move for LULLABY, but very typical of what she 
does in the mornings.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

M ONE RIFLE 49.4
BRITE TWILIGHT (B-) working with M ONE RIFLE 
(B-) and QUEEN MARLIES (B-). This trio traveled a ½ 
mile together in the early morning hours as they all 
stayed within a length of each other the entire time, 
making a short run to the pole with all the riders lightly 
niggling at their mounts prior to coming to the wire, final 
time for these three 49.4 while traveling the final 3/8 in 
37.2, just a fair move for this group of three as we will 
need to see more of all these in the future.

02/17/09 B- HFTSA

MADELINE RUBY 114.3
MADELINE RUBY (C+) caught company early on in 
this 6 furlong drill and remained close to that company 
throughout the drill, final time 114.2 traveling the final 
5/8 in 101.1, being pushed on by the rider in the final 
stages of the work, just an okay work for ‘RUBY as it 
did appear to be the best she could do.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

MANNERLY 48.3
MANNERLY (B) working with MARY THE 
PRINCESS (C+). This team came from the gate together 
as MANNERLY showed the way in the early stages after 
breaking from the stalls, opening quarter an easy 24.1, 
then MANNERLY was put under no pressure to finish 
the move in a final time of 48.4, a decent move for 
MANNERLY today, definitely one we should continue to 
follow. MARY THE PRINCESS was definitely a step 
slow coming from the stalls, then was pushed on at the 
conclusion of her drill, lacking any real response for a 
final time of 115.3, just an okay move at best for 
PRINCESS today.

02/19/09 B HGFTSA

MARY THE PRINCESS 115.1
MANNERLY (B) working with MARY THE 
PRINCESS (C+). This team came from the gate together 
as MANNERLY showed the way in the early stages after 
breaking from the stalls, opening quarter an easy 24.1, 
then MANNERLY was put under no pressure to finish 
the move in a final time of 48.4, a decent move for 
MANNERLY today, definitely one we should continue to 
follow. MARY THE PRINCESS was definitely a step 
slow coming from the stalls, then was pushed on at the 
conclusion of her drill, lacking any real response for a 
final time of 115.3, just an okay move at best for 
PRINCESS today.

02/19/09 C+ HGFTSA

MAST TRACK 113.2
MAST TRACK (A-) recorded a super 6 furlong drill this 
morning, the rider sitting completely still early on in the 
drill, then he appeared to take hold of MAST TRACK 
through that final 1/16 of a mile not allowing him to run 
at all, final time 113.1 while traveling the final ½ in 48.4 
and looking as if he could have gone around and done it 
again. An excellent 6 furlongs for MAST’ today, 
especially on this dull track, as he appears to be sitting 
on a smasher in the afternoon.

02/20/09 A- HFTSA

MAYOR MARV 59.2
MAYOR MARV (B) working with SANGAREE (B). 
This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as both riders 
had upright holds on their mounts when traveling down 
the backside through a sharp opening quarter of 24.1, 
then neither rider got serious with their mounts when 
coming down the lane, as they concluded their move head 
and head in 59.3, a nice drill for these two as they both 
appear to be doing well.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

MI FOREST AMOR 48.2
MI FOREST AMOR (B) traveled a ½ mile with what 
appeared to be Clinton Potts aboard. He had FOREST’ 
in hand in the early stages through an opening 1/8 of 
12.1 then he sat completely still when traveling through 
the stretch as he concluded this move in 48.2, a decent 
move for FOREST’ as their was no way to knock it,

02/16/09 B HFTSA
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MISS DUBAI 11.0
GOTTALOTTA RYTHM (B-) working with MISS 
DUBAI (B). This team of youngsters left the pole going 
easily, then MISS DUBAI looked best once again over 
her stablemate as she was under light restraint when 
coming to the wire, her final time 11.1, a nice move for 
DUBAI. GOTTALOTTA RYTHM finished on a loose 
rein as the boy lightly coaxed her along to stay even with 
her stablemate for the same final time of 11.1, but just 
fair on her part as she was definitely second best again 
today.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

MISS EVA 100.3
DEUS EX MACHINA (B) working with MISS EVA 
(B). This duo were locked together for 5/8 of a mile 
today as both riders had upright holds on their mounts 
when leaving the pole, then both riders very lightly asked 
their mounts on the neck prior to coming to the wire to 
conclude the move in 100.1. They traveled the final ½ 
together in 47.4, a nice drill for these two.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

MISS SILVER BROOK 101.0
MISS SILVER BROOK (B+) traveled 5/8 of a mile with 
what appeared to be Alex Solis in the irons. She eased 
away from the pole with a comfortable opening 1/8 of 
12.3, then Alex took a hold of her when traveling through 
the stretch, as she concluded her move in a sharp 100.4, 
not being allowed to run, and a very good move for 
SILVER BROOK as she appears set for a huge one in 
the afternoon.

02/19/09 B+ HFTSA

MOTHER RUTH 59.2
MOTHER RUTH (B-) working with WILD HEART 
(B). This team traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate this 
morning as both horses broke sharply from their stalls 
pulling at the riders in the early stages as they went head 
and head through an opening ½ of 47.4, then WILD 
HEART proved best at the end of the drill as his rider 
asked him lightly on the neck and he drew 2 lengths clear 
to record a final time of 100.2, a good move on WILD’s 
part. MOTHER RUTH was handridden through that 
final 1/8 of a mile as she was clearly second best for a 
final time of 100.4, just fair on MOTHER RUTH’s part 
as both horses did go a bit slower than what was 
officially given.

02/20/09 B- HGFTSA

MR. HOT STUFF 113.1
MR. HOT STUFF (B) working with ORDINATION 
(B). This team recorded a strong six furlongs together as 
both riders had big holds on their mounts when leaving 
the pole, MR. HOT STUFF about one length in front of 
his stablemate in the early stages as they went the first 
half in 48.3, then ORDINATION got even with MR. 
HOT STUFF through the stretch, as both riders just 
lightly asked their mounts prior to coming to the wire, 
final time for ORDINATION 113 flat, final time for 
MR. HOT STUFF 113.1, a very nice move for these two 
as we couldn’t separate one from the other at the end.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

MSTY ALY 39.4
MISTY ALY (C+) was quite slow when leaving the pole 
this morning, then the rider lightly coaxed her along 
through the final 1/8 of a mile to conclude the move in a 
lethargic 39.2, just an okay move for ALY today.

02/15/09 C+ HFTSA

MUD SWEAT 'N TEARS 49.0
MUD SWEAT ’N TEARS (B) left the pole with the 
rider sitting still then nothing ever changed as he 
remained in that still mode until the end, final time 48.4 
while traveling the 3/8 in a good 36.3, a decent move for 
MUD SWEAT’ as he was never put under any pressure.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

MULTITASKER 103.2
MULTITASKER (C+) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely still through a slow opening ¼ of 25.2, then 
the boy never put MULTI’ under any pressure when 
coming down the lane as he continued in that slow mode 
for a final time of 103.3, just an okay move for MULTI’ 
as we couldn’t make anything of it.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

NEW FANDAN (BRZ) 100.3
NEW FANDAN (B) recorded another strong 5/8 of a 
mile this morning, beginning the move on a long tight 
rein, then gradually gaining on a couple of other workers 
when coming down the stretch without ever being asked, 
final time for FANDAN 100.3 while coming the final 
quarter in a sharp 24.2, a good move for FANDAN.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

ONE VOTE 36.4
ONE VOTE (C+) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely still, then she just very lightly asked VOTE 
on the neck prior to coming to the wire to conclude the 
move in 37.4, a bit slower than what was officially given 
and just an okay 3/8.

02/15/09 C+ HFTSA
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ORDINATION (IRE) 113.0
MR. HOT STUFF (B) working with ORDINATION 
(B). This team recorded a strong six furlongs together as 
both riders had big holds on their mounts when leaving 
the pole, MR. HOT STUFF about one length in front of 
his stablemate in the early stages as they went the first 
half in 48.3, then ORDINATION got even with MR. 
HOT STUFF through the stretch, as both riders just 
lightly asked their mounts prior to coming to the wire, 
final time for ORDINATION 113 flat, final time for 
MR. HOT STUFF 113.1, a very nice move for these two 
as we couldn’t separate one from the other at the end.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

PANORAMA RIDGE 113.2
PANORAMA RIDGE (B) broke off at the pole under a 
hold by the rider as he left close to another worker, then 
remained close throughout the drill, his final time 113.2 
while traveling the final half in a decent 48.1, never being 
seriously set down, and a nice six furlongs for RIDGE.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

PAT THE COOL CAT 50.4
PAT THE COOL CAT (B) left the pole with the rider 
upright in the irons, going quite easily early in this ½ 
mile drill, opening 1/8 a comfortable 12.3 then the boy 
took a light hold of him when traveling through the 
stretch, not allowing him to run at all, final time 50 flat, 
a nice move for PAT’, definitely better than it might look 
on paper.

02/17/09 B HFTSA

PAT'S LEGACY 50.1
PAT’S LEGACY (C+) was pulling hard at the rider in 
the early stages of this ½ mile drill, opening 1/8 in 12 flat 
then the boy just lightly asked PAT’ on the neck through 
the stretch run as he noticeably slowed when coming to 
the wire in 49.4, just an okay ½ for PAT’ today.

02/16/09 C+ HFTSA

PERFECT PAL 101.2
AFLEET BUD (B-) working with AFLEET EAGLE (B-
) and PERFECT PAL (B). This trio stayed within a 
length of each other throughout this 5/8 of a mile drill, all 
horses appearing to go quite easily in the early stages, 
then PERFECT PAL was controlled by his rider prior to 
coming to the wire, not being asked for any run at all, as 
he recorded a final time of 101.2, while traveling the 
final half in 49.1, a nice move and definitely best of this 
group. AFLEET BUD and AFLEET EAGLE were 
strongly hand-ridden in the final stages of their drill while 
recording the same final time of 101.2 and the same final 
half of 49.1, but just fair on their part.

02/19/09 B BFTSA

PETITE CHERIE (IRE) 59.4
PETITE CHERIE (B) went evenly throughout this 5/8 of 
a mile drill today, beginning the move with an opening 
1/8 of 12.1. She continued on to an opening quarter of 
24.1, then the rider just waved the stick at her to 
maintain her attention through the stretch for a final time 
of 100 flat, a decent drill for CHERIE.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

POOLSIDE 49.1
POOLSIDE (C+) was quite rank early on in this half 
mile drill, throwing his head several times through that 
opening 1/8 of a mile in 12 flat, then he continued to 
raise his head through the stretch as he noticeably slowed 
when coming to the wire, final time 48.4, just an okay 
half mile, not near as good as it would look on paper.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

PORTO SANTO (FR) 100.4
PORTO SANTO (B+) recorded a strong 5/8 of a mile 
today, under a hold early in the drill, and still under that 
some hold late, final time 100.4, breezing throughout the 
drill as he came the final 3/8 in 36.4, never being allowed 
to run. This was a very good move for PORTO as he 
appears to be sitting on the edge of a huge one.

02/21/09 B+ BFTSA

PRACTICAL MAGIC 102.3
PRACTICAL MAGIC (B) was controlled by the rider 
when leaving the pole this morning, then the boy sat 
chilly right to the end of the drill, final time 102.2, while 
coming the final 3/8 in a sharp 37 flat, a decent move for 
MAGIC as he definitely had more left at the end.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

PRINCESS BULLY 115.2
PRINCESS BULLY (C+) working with STAR AFTER 
STAR (C+). This duo tied into each other at the pole as 
both riders were upright in the irons early on in the drill. 
Both horses got inside the ¼ pole and the riders went to 
work on their mounts pushing on them the entire stretch 
run as they concluded the move together in 115 flat, tying 
into more company coming down the lane while traveling 
the final ½ mile in 49.1, just an okay move as both 
horses lacked the response you would like to see.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

PUSH SEND 114.1
BANDEIRA BAND (B) working with PUSH SEND (B). 
This team traveled a strong 3/4 of a mile together as both 
horses were pulling at their riders early on through an 
opening 3/8 of 36 flat, then neither rider set their mount 
down through the stretch as they concluded the move 
head and head in 113.4, a decent move for these two as 
we couldn’t separate one from the other at the end.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

QUARTA COROA (BRZ) 100.1
QUARTA COROA (B). This good workhorse has 
proven to be a bit of a phony in the afternoons, as he 
pulled the rider down the backside this morning, then was 
not set down when coming through the stretch, his final 
time 100.1 while coming the final half mile in 48 flat, a 
good drill for QUARTA, but very typical of what he 
does in the mornings.

02/21/09 B HFTSA
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QUEEN MARILES 49.4
BRITE TWILIGHT (B-) working with M ONE RIFLE 
(B-) and QUEEN MARLIES (B-). This trio traveled a ½ 
mile together in the early morning hours as they all 
stayed within a length of each other the entire time, 
making a short run to the pole with all the riders lightly 
niggling at their mounts prior to coming to the wire, final 
time for these three 49.4 while traveling the final 3/8 in 
37.2, just a fair move for this group of three as we will 
need to see more of all these in the future.

02/17/09 B- HFTSA

QUINDICI MAN 100.0
QUINDICI MAN (B+) left the pole going quite easily 
then he got inside the ¼ and the boy opened up the reins 
and lightly asked QUINDICI’ and he showed big 
response down the stretch, his final time a sharp 59.4 
while traveling the final ½ in 47.1 and the final 8th in 
11.4. This was a very nice move for QUINDICI MAN as 
he appeared to get stronger with each 1/8 of a mile that 
he went.

02/16/09 B+ HFTSA

RAIL TRIP 59.0
RAIL TRIP (A-). This quality runner continues to train 
up a storm of late. She was restrained by the rider in the 
early stages then the boy just loosened up the reins a bit 
when coming down the lane and she put in a huge burst, 
her final time 58.3, while coming the final 3/8 of a mile 
in a sparkling 35 flat and appearing to never take a deep 
breath, this was an excellent move for RAIL TRIP as she 
appears to be set for any kind in the afternoon.

02/15/09 A- HFTSA

RAILROAD 48.2
RAILROAD (B). This good work horse did his usual 
thing this morning not asked at all in the early stages and 
appearing to have a lot left in the final stages, final time 
48 flat while traveling the final ¼ in a sharp 24.2, a good 
move for RAILROAD as per usual.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

RAINGEAR 113.2
RAINGEAR (B). This good workhorse recorded a strong 
3/4 of a mile this morning, breaking off close to another 
worker at the pole, then drawing clear from that other 
worker through the stretch while being very lightly 
niggled at to do so, his final time 113.2, while coming the 
final quarter in a sharp 24.3, a nice drill for RAINGEAR 
as all he may need is to be properly spotted in the 
afternoon for a big performance.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

RARE NUGGET 59.2
RARE NUGGET (B) was under a big hold to start this 
5/8 of a mile drill, then he straightened into the stretch 
and the boy just loosened up the reins a bit, his final time 
59.3 after going off the opening quarter a sharp 23.3, a 
nice move for NUGGET as he appears to be doing well 
of late.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

REBA IS TOPS 113.4
REBA IS TOPS (B+) put in an eye catching six furlong 
drill this morning, starting the move several lengths 
behind another worker at the pole, then steadily gaining 
on that other worker through the stretch, as she recorded 
a final time of 112.4, while coming the final 5/8 in a 
100.3, and showing a long stride down the stretch as if 
two turns would be no problem, a very nice move for 
REBA and a bit quicker than what was officially given.

02/15/09 B+ HFTSA

RED ALARM 101.3
CACTUS CUTIE (B-) working with RED ALARM (B) 
and TOUGH AS IRON (C+). This threesome traveled 
5/8 of a mile together as TOUGH AS IRON showed the 
way in the early stages, about two lengths in front of his 
stablemates, with a strong opening quarter of 24.1, then 
IRON proved third best when coming down the lane as 
he dropped two lengths behind RED ALARM, while 
being pushed along at the end for a final time of 101.4, 
lacking any real response, and just okay at best for 
IRON. RED ALARM edged one length clear of 
CACTUS CUTIE and two lengths clear of TOUGH AS 
IRON when set to a hand-ride as he recorded a final time 
of 101, decent on ALARM’s part and definitely best of 
this group. CACTUS CUTIE needed to be pushed along 
to try to stay close to RED ALARM in the final stages 
for a final time of 101.1, just fair on CACTUS’s part 
this morning.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

RED COMMANDER 49.4
RED COMMANDER (B) recorded an extra easy half 
mile drill this morning as he was held up in the early 
stages through a comfortable opening 1/8 of 12.2, and 
not asked at all by the rider when traveling through the 
stretch as he recorded a final time of 49.2, reaching out 
strongly at the end and a nice move for RED.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

RENEGADE STORM 100.0
BROTHER MAN (B) working with RENEGADE 
STORM (B-). This duo traveled 5/8 of a mile together 
this morning as BROTHER MAN started this drill one 
length in front of his stablemate, while traveling the 
opening quarter in 24 flat, then he remained one length in 
front right to the end of the drill, his final time 100 flat 
with the rider sitting completely still in the conclusion, a 
nice move for BROTHER. RENEGADE STORM was 
set to a hand ride through the stretch for the same final 
time of 100 flat, but obviously second best in this move, 
and just fair on RENEGADE’s part.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA
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RETSINA CODE 102.3
BACKSTROKE (B) working with RETSINA CODE (B-
). This team was going quite slow and easy early on in 
their 5/8 of a mile drill then BACKSTROKE looked 
slightly best when coming down the stretch as the rider 
never asked him for any run, final time for 
BACKSTROKE 102.2 as he came the final ½ in 48.4, a 
decent move. RETSINA CODE needed to be lightly 
asked on the neck to stay even with his stablemate in the 
final stages for the same final time of 102.2 and the same 
final ½ of 48.4, just fair on RETSINA’S part this 
morning.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

ROMP (ARG) 113.3
ROMP (B) was going real easily early on in this six 
furlong drill as he eyed another worker when heading 
down the backside through a comfortable opening quarter 
of 25 flat, then the rider just very lightly asked ROMP on 
the neck inside the final 1/8 of a mile as he got even with 
that other worker when coming to the wire, final time for 
ROMP 113.4, a decent move this morning.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

SAINT PAUL 47.4
SAINT PAUL (B). This good work horse was in hand in 
the early stages of his 1/2 mile drill, opening 1/8 a sharp 
12 flat, then the boy put him under no pressure while 
keeping him slightly off the rail through the stretch run, 
final time 47.1, a nice move for PAUL as per usual.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

SANGAREE 59.2
MAYOR MARV (B) working with SANGAREE (B). 
This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as both riders 
had upright holds on their mounts when traveling down 
the backside through a sharp opening quarter of 24.1, 
then neither rider got serious with their mounts when 
coming down the lane, as they concluded their move head 
and head in 59.3, a nice drill for these two as they both 
appear to be doing well.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

SAY IT AGAIN 50.2
SAY IT AGAIN (C+) began this 1/2 mile drill in extra 
slow fashion, opening quarter a dawdling 26 flat, then 
the boy threw the reins at him and pushed on his neck 
quite vigorously through the final part of the drill for a 
final time of 50 flat, just an okay move for AGAIN as we 
expected a bit more of a response than what he gave.

02/19/09 C+ HFTSA

SCHRAMSBERG 37.2
DUCANE (B-) working with SCHRAMSBERG (B-). 
These two stayed locked together for 3/8 of a mile as 
neither rider was serious in the early stages and neither 
rider put their mounts under any pressure when coming 
to the wire, slowing a bit when coming to the end as they 
concluded their move in 37.2, just a fair move for this 
team as neither side was doing much.

02/16/09 B- HFTSA

SELF INSURED 103.0
FOREVER MY LOVE (B-) working with SELF 
INSURED (B-). This team leaned on each other for 5/8 
of a mile this morning as they began their drill quite 
slowly just galloping down the backside, then neither 
rider got serious with their mounts when coming through 
the stretch, concluding the move head and head in 102.3 
while traveling the final ½ in 49 flat, just a fair move for 
this duo as we could not make much for either side today.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

SEVEN LUCKY J'S 47.4
SEVEN LUCKY J’S (B+). This cheap sort appears to be 
doing quite well for his trainer as he was restrained by 
the rider in the early stages, then extending himself 
extremely well through the stretch without being set 
down, his final time 47.3. LUCKY J’S came that final 
quarter in a sharp 24 flat, a very good move for LUCKY 
J’S as he appears to be sitting on a win in the afternoon.

02/19/09 B+ HFTSA

SHANTIKA'S DREAM 50.3
SHANTIKA’S DREAM (B-) left the pole with the rider 
sitting still, then nothing ever changed as the rider never 
moved on SHANTIKA when coming through the stretch, 
final time 50.1, while coming the final 3/8 in 37.3, just a 
fair half for SHANTIKA as we really couldn’t make a 
lot of it.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA

SHIKSA 47.0
STRETCHDRIVE (B-) working with SHIKSA (B+). 
This duo traveled a quick ½ mile together as 
STRETCHDRIVE showed the way 3 lengths in front of 
his stablemate, taking hold of the bit and going very fast 
early on, his opening ¼ a blistering 22.5. Then SHIKSA 
was steered to the middle of the track as he easily went 
by STRETCH through the stretch opening up three 
lengths at the wire while never being asked, final time for 
SHIKSA 46.1, much the best of this duo and a very good 
move, one we should look for. STRETCHDRIVE ended 
up three lengths behind his stablemate while receiving 
several taps on the shoulder and noticeably slowing when 
coming to the wire for a final time of 47.2, just fair on 
his part as he was no match for the sharp SHIKSA today.

02/16/09 B+ HFTSA

SLAM DUNK 59.3
SLAM DUNK (B-) working with SMART BID (B-). 
This team eased away from the pole together, then 
remained together right to the conclusion, both riders 
strongly hand riding their mounts from midstretch to the 
wire as they concluded the move in 100.1, while traveling 
the final half in 48 flat, both horses appearing to do the 
best they could at the end, and just a fair move for these 
two.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA
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SMART BID 59.3
SLAM DUNK (B-) working with SMART BID (B-). 
This team eased away from the pole together, then 
remained together right to the conclusion, both riders 
strongly hand riding their mounts from midstretch to the 
wire as they concluded the move in 100.1, while traveling 
the final half in 48 flat, both horses appearing to do the 
best they could at the end, and just a fair move for these 
two.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

SMART OF WAR 100.3
SMART OF WAR (B) tied into two other workers when 
leaving the pole this morning and remained close to those 
other workers throughout the drill just being lightly asked 
in the final stages for a final time of 100.4. SMART’ 
came the final ½ in 48.2, a decent move for SMART’ as 
there was no way to really knock it.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

SMOKIN ANNE 102.1
SMOKIN ANNE (B) made a long easy run at the pole 
this morning while kept slightly off the rail in the early 
stages, then the boy just very lightly asked SMOKIN 
ANNE on the neck through that final 1/16 of a mile as 
she concluded her drill in 101.4 while traveling the final 
3/8 in a decent 36.4, a nice move for ‘ANNE as she 
appeared to have a lot left at the end.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

SMOOTH PERFORMER 49.1
SMOOTH PERFORMER (B) was not asked early or 
late in this half mile drill, final time 49 flat while coming 
the final 3/8 in a decent 36.4 and striding out well at the 
end, a nice move for PERFORMER as there was no way 
for us to knock it.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN 100.1
SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN (B-) was controlled by his 
rider early on in this 5/8 of a mile drill, then the boy 
snapped the reins on SNOWFLAKE’S neck inside the 
final 1/8 of a mile as he pushed on him just prior to the 
wire, final time 100.1 while traveling the final ½ in 47.4, 
just a fair move for SNOWFLAKE’, not quite as good as 
it may look on paper.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

SONG AND A WAGER 49.2
SONG AND A WAGER (B) left the pole with the rider 
sitting completely still, then he just loosened up the reins 
for the stretch run as he continued to reach out well late, 
final time 49 flat, while coming the final 3/8 in 36.3, a 
decent move for WAGER as there was no way we could 
knock it.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

SPRING HOUSE 59.4
SPRING HOUSE (A-) put in an eye catching 5/8 of a 
mile this morning with what appeared to be Alex Solis in 
the irons, he began the move slightly off the rail on a long 
tight rein, then SPRING HOUSE showed his big long 
reach when traveling through the stretch without being 
asked by Alex, final time 59.4, while coming the final 3/8 
in a sparkling 35.1. This was a very, very good move for 
SPRING as he appears to be sitting on a win.

02/15/09 A- HFTSA

SPURRIER 59.2
SPURRIER (B+) recorded a very strong 5/8 of a mile 
this morning, breaking approximately three lengths 
behind another worker while moving fast in the early 
stages of the drill, his opening quarter a sharp 23 flat, 
then he got within a length of that other worker when 
coming to the wire while just being lightly asked on the 
neck, his final time a quick 58.1, a very good move for 
SPURRIER today and quite a bit quicker than what was 
officially given.

02/21/09 B+ HFTSA

STAR AFTER STAR 115.2
PRINCESS BULLY (C+) working with STAR AFTER 
STAR (C+). This duo tied into each other at the pole as 
both riders were upright in the irons early on in the drill. 
Both horses got inside the ¼ pole and the riders went to 
work on their mounts pushing on them the entire stretch 
run as they concluded the move together in 115 flat, tying 
into more company coming down the lane while traveling 
the final ½ mile in 49.1, just an okay move as both 
horses lacked the response you would like to see.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

STATELY APPEAL 101.4
STATELY APPEAL (B) was held up by his rider early 
in this 5/8 of a mile drill, then the boy just hand rode him 
from midstretch to the wire as STATELY’ continued to 
reach out strongly, his final time 101.2 while coming that 
final ¼ in a decent 24.3, a nice 5/8 for STATELY’.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

STEAM IRON 100.1
STEAM IRON (B) went evenly throughout his 5/8 of a 
mile drill today, no pressure early and only lightly 
niggled at late. He recorded a final time of 100.0 flat 
coming that final 1/2 in a decent 47.4, a nice move for 
STEAM’ as he appears set for one of his bigger races in 
the afternoon.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

STEP LIGHTLY 50.4
STEP LIGHTLY (B-) was controlled by his rider in the 
early stages of this half mile drill, opening quarter 24.4, 
then the boy just lightly asked him on the neck from mid-
stretch to the wire to conclude his move in 50.2, just a 
fair move for LIGHTLY as we couldn’t make a whole lot 
of it.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA
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STEVIE HEIGHWAY 101.1
STEVIE HEIGHWAY (B) began the 5/8 of a mile drill 
under a tight hold as he traveled the opening ¼ in 24.1 
without being allowed to run then the boy opened up the 
reins a bit and just lightly asked STEVIE’ on the neck 
from mid stretch to the wire to conclude his move in 
100.2, a bit quicker than was officially given and a good 
5/8, one we will definitely want to see more of.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

STREETSCAPE 39.4
STREETSCAPE (C+) recorded a slow nothing type 3/8 
of a mile this morning, never put under any pressure but 
never doing anything either while recording a final time 
of 39.4, just an okay move for STREETSCAPE.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

STRETCHDRIVE 47.3
STRETCHDRIVE (B-) working with SHIKSA (B+). 
This duo traveled a quick ½ mile together as 
STRETCHDRIVE showed the way 3 lengths in front of 
his stablemate, taking hold of the bit and going very fast 
early on, his opening ¼ a blistering 22.5. Then SHIKSA 
was steered to the middle of the track as he easily went 
by STRETCH through the stretch opening up three 
lengths at the wire while never being asked, final time for 
SHIKSA 46.1, much the best of this duo and a very good 
move, one we should look for. STRETCHDRIVE ended 
up three lengths behind his stablemate while receiving 
several taps on the shoulder and noticeably slowing when 
coming to the wire for a final time of 47.2, just fair on 
his part as he was no match for the sharp SHIKSA today.

02/16/09 B- HFTSA

STRONG BELIEF 104.1
STRONG BELIEF (C+) walked away from the pole this 
morning, just galloping along through the first 1/8 in 
13.4, then the rider pushed on his neck through the entire 
final 1/8 of a mile as he concluded his move in 103.4, 
just an okay move at very best for STRONG BELIEF 
today.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

SUPER BOWL PARTY 114.1
SUPER BOWL PARTY (B-) traveled a long six 
furlongs from the gate this morning, breaking a bit flat-
footed from the stalls alongside several other workers, 
then proving second best of the group while being 
strongly hand-ridden in the final 1/8 of a mile, final time 
for SUPER BOWL 113.4, while traveling the final 1/8 in 
a slowing 13.1, just a fair move for SUPER BOWL 
today as he definitely appeared a bit tired at the end.

02/15/09 B- HGFTSA

TEVEZ THE TIGER 101.0
TEVEZ THE TIGER (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill 
with the rider having an upright hold on him when 
heading down the backside, opening 3/8 in 37 flat, then 
TEVEZ caught some company while traveling through 
the stretch as the rider very lightly niggled at him prior to 
coming to the wire, final time 101.3, a good drill for 
TEVEZ as he appeared to have a lot left at the end.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

THUNDERFRMDOWNUND 114.3
THUNDERFRMDOWNUNDR (B-) was going easy in 
the early stages of this six furlong drill, breaking off well 
in front of another worker when heading down the 
backside, opening quarter 25 flat, then THUNDER was 
handridden through the stretch as he wanted to stay close 
to that other worker when coming to the wire, final time 
114.4, just a fair move for THUNDER today as it did 
appear to be the best he could do.

02/19/09 B- HFTSA

TOPPER SHOPPER 101.1
TOPPER SHOPPER (B) was going extra easy early on 
in this 5/8 of a mile drill, his opening 3/8 in 37.4, then 
the rider just lightly coaxed him along through the last 
1/16 of a mile as he concluded his move in 102.2, 
reaching out well at the end, and a good move, as 
TOPPER continues to do well in the A.M.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

TOUGH APPLES 101.0
TOUGH APPLES (B-) left the pole with the rider sitting 
completely chilly and then the boy hand rode TOUGH 
APPLES once inside the ¼ pole to conclude the move in 
101 flat while traveling the final 1/2 in 48.4, shortening 
up stride a bit at the end, just a fair move for ‘APPLES 
today.

02/16/09 B- HFTSA

TOUGH AS IRON 102.0
CACTUS CUTIE (B-) working with RED ALARM (B) 
and TOUGH AS IRON (C+). This threesome traveled 
5/8 of a mile together as TOUGH AS IRON showed the 
way in the early stages, about two lengths in front of his 
stablemates, with a strong opening quarter of 24.1, then 
IRON proved third best when coming down the lane as 
he dropped two lengths behind RED ALARM, while 
being pushed along at the end for a final time of 101.4, 
lacking any real response, and just okay at best for 
IRON. RED ALARM edged one length clear of 
CACTUS CUTIE and two lengths clear of TOUGH AS 
IRON when set to a hand-ride as he recorded a final time 
of 101, decent on ALARM’s part and definitely best of 
this group. CACTUS CUTIE needed to be pushed along 
to try to stay close to RED ALARM in the final stages 
for a final time of 101.1, just fair on CACTUS’s part 
this morning.

02/19/09 C+ HFTSA

TUACA PARFAIT 101.4
TUACA PARFAIT (B) showed noted improvement 
today, pulling the rider down the backside through an 
opening 3/8 of 36 flat, then gaining on another worker 
down the stretch while being very lightly asked by the 
rider, final time 100.3, a good drill for TUACA today 
and a bit quicker than what was officially given.

02/21/09 B HFTSA
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UNBRIDLED BREW 13.1
ED THE ACTOR (C+) working with ERIC’S 
REVENGE (C+) and UNBRIDLED BREW (C+). This 
trio of babies are obviously just learning what it is all 
about as they left the pole scattered and remained very 
green throughout their 1/8 of a mile drill, final time for 
all horses 13.1, not being set down, but just an okay 
move for these three as they obviously need more 
experience.

02/21/09 C+ HFTSA

UNBRIDLED STORY 102.0
UNBRIDLED STORY (B) recorded an easy 5/8 of a 
mile this morning. The rider sat still early and sat still 
late as STORY extended himself well into the wire, final 
time 102.2 while coming the final quarter in a decent 
24.3, a nice move.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

UNION SOLDIER 59.4
UNION SOLDIER (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill in 
hand, then the rider just loosened up the reins for the 
stretch run as he concluded the move in 59.4, while 
traveling the final half in a sharp 47.2, another nice move 
for UNION as he appears set for his best in the afternoon.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

UNIONIZE 114.3
UNIONIZE (B) traveled a lengthy 6 furlongs with what 
appeared to be Clinton Potts in the irons as he left the 
pole going extra easily while tying into another worker in 
the early stages of the drill, then he looked best over that 
other worker coming down the lane as Clinton Potts just 
lightly asked UNIOIZE on the neck in the final stages, 
final time 114.2 and the final 5/8 in 101.1, a good move 
for UNIONIZE as he appears set for his best in the 
afternoon.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

UNUSUAL COUNTER 47.3
UNUSUAL COUNTER (B-) traveled a half mile solo 
from the gate this morning, breaking a bit flat-footed in 
the early stages as the boy asked him through that 
opening 1/8 of a mile to get going, then the rider 
continued to handride him right to the end of the drill, 
final time 48 flat, while traveling the final 3/8 in 36.2, 
just a fair move for UNUSUAL as this did appear to be 
the best he could do.

02/21/09 B- HGFTSA

UNUSUAL SPIRIT 51.3
UNUSUAL SPIRIT (B-) tends to be a bit of lazy work 
horse as he galloped along in the early stages of his ½ 
mile drill in a 13 flat opening 1/8, then the rider never set 
‘SPIRIT down through the stretch as he concluded his 
move in a lethargic 51.3, just a fair drill but he definitely 
runs better in the afternoon than he performs in the 
morning.

02/20/09 B- HFTSA

UTAHN 48.3
UTAHN (B) was moving along quickly early in this half 
mile drill, then the boy just handrode him prior to coming 
to the wire to conclude his move in 48.2 while traveling 
the final quarter in 24.3, and appearing to have more left 
to give at the end, a decent move.

02/21/09 B HFTSA

UWANNAPIECEOFTHIS 113.1
UWANNAPIECEOFTHIS (B-) was moving 
aggressively early in this 3/4 of a mile drill, tying in to 
another worker when heading down the backside as he 
went his first 3/8 in a sharp 35.1, then the rider needed to 
strongly handride PIECEOFTHIS through the stretch to 
conclude his move in 113 flat, slowing a bit at the end 
and just a fair drill, not quite as good as it might appear 
on paper.

02/21/09 B- HFTSA

VICTORIA REEL (GB) 47.1
VICTORIA REEL (B-) traveled a half mile from the 
gate this morning, being asked by the rider in the early 
stages of the move, then just lightly coaxed along in the 
final stages, his final time 48.1 while coming the final 
quarter in 24.2, just a fair half for VICTORIA as it was 
difficult to make a lot of it.

02/21/09 B- HGFTSA

VICTORY KNOCK 105.4
DOMESTIC GOLD (C+) working with VICTORY 
KNOCK (C+). This duo traveled a slow 5/8 of a mile 
together as VICTORY KNOCK began two lengths in 
front of his stablemate with a dawdling opening 1/8 of 
15.1, then DOMESTIC GOLD moved up alongside 
VICTORY KNOCK through the stretch as GOLD 
recorded a final time of 104.4, VICTORY KNOCK’s 
final time 105.1, neither one being set down but neither 
one doing anything either, just an okay move for both of 
these today.

02/19/09 C+ HFTSA

WADDUP G 47.2
WADDUP G (B) was moving along briskly early in this 
½ mile drill, then the boy just tapped him a couple of 
times on the shoulder just to maintain his attention prior 
to coming to the wire, his final time a sharp 47.4 while 
traveling the final 3/8 in a good 35.4, a nice move for ‘G 
as he definitely had more left to give.

02/20/09 B HFTSA

WARREN'S TONY R. 115.1
WARREN’S TONY R. (C+) was quite slow to begin 
this 6 furlong drill, then the boy just lightly asked him on 
the neck from the 8th pole to the wire to conclude this 
move in 118.3 while traveling the final 5/8 in 102.2, just 
an okay move for ‘TONY R. as he did not look as if he 
had a whole lot to give at the end.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA
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WARSIDE ATTRACTION 47.3
WARSIDE ATTRACTION (B) tied into another worker 
when leaving the pole this morning, then he was not set 
down when coming through the stretch as he appeared 
best over that other worker, final time 47.3 while 
traveling the final 3/8 in a sharp 35.3, and galloping out 
a strong 5/8 in 100.1, a nice move for WARSIDE today 
as he appears to be doing well of late.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

WELL ARMED 48.3
WELL ARMED (B). This classy sort recorded a strong 
1/2 mile drill today as the rider was upright in the irons 
to start the move and remained upright in the irons to 
finish it, final time 48.1 while coming the final 3/8 in 36 
flat, and reaching out strongly at the end, a good half 
mile for ARMED.

02/19/09 B HFTSA

WHAT'S IMPORTANT 49.2
LOVE OUR GRANDKIDS (C+) working with 
WHAT’S IMPORTANT (C+). This team traveled a ½ 
mile together as both riders were upright in the irons in 
the early stages, moving quite easily when heading into 
the turn, then both riders sat down and lightly asked their 
mounts on the neck through that final 1/8 of a mile to 
conclude the move head and head in 49.2 while traveling 
the final ¼ in a slowing 25.1, just an okay work for these 
2 as we could not make much of either side this morning.

02/20/09 C+ HFTSA

WILD HEART 59.0
MOTHER RUTH (B-) working with WILD HEART 
(B). This team traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate this 
morning as both horses broke sharply from their stalls 
pulling at the riders in the early stages as they went head 
and head through an opening ½ of 47.4, then WILD 
HEART proved best at the end of the drill as his rider 
asked him lightly on the neck and he drew 2 lengths clear 
to record a final time of 100.2, a good move on WILD’s 
part. MOTHER RUTH was handridden through that 
final 1/8 of a mile as she was clearly second best for a 
final time of 100.4, just fair on MOTHER RUTH’s part 
as both horses did go a bit slower than what was 
officially given.

02/20/09 B HGFTSA

WINKY 47.3
WINKY (B) took hold of the bit and absolutely flew in 
the early stages of his ½ mile drill today, opening 1/8 a 
blistering 11.1. He continued in that fast mode through 
the first ¼ in 22.2 then the boy just lightly niggled at him 
in the final stages of the drill to record a final time of 
47.1, a good drill for WINKY as there was no way not to 
like it.

02/16/09 B HFTSA

WINNINGDANCER 47.4
WINNINGDANCER (B-) was pulling at the rider in the 
early stages of this half mile drill, then the boy loosened 
up the reins and lightly asked DANCER on the neck 
from mid-stretch to the wire to conclude the move in 48 
flat, while traveling the final quarter in a slowing 24.4, 
just a fair half for DANCER today.

02/15/09 B- HFTSA

WORLDLY (GB) 101.4
WORLDLY (B) was held up by his rider in the early 
stages of this 5/8 of a mile drill, then just very lightly 
asked by that rider when coming down the stretch, final 
time 102 flat while picking it up through a final quarter 
of 24.3, showing nice response and a good 5/8 as she 
appears to be coming back well.

02/15/09 B HFTSA

ZENSATIONAL 59.0
ZENSATIONAL (B+) traveled 5/8 of a mile from the 
gate this morning, breaking well from the stalls alongside 
several other workers as he was one length clear within 
an 1/8 of a mile, then proved best throughout the drill as 
his rider never set him down, final time a sharp 59.1, 
while coming the final half in a very good 46.4, this was 
a very nice move for ZENSATIONAL today, anxious to 
see what he would do if they set him down.

02/15/09 B+ HGFTSA
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